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Zrolenca earphones Sports Blue-Tooth Earphones, High-Power Neck-Mounted Earphones

 0 reviews / Write a review

$29.99

Product Code: 9K-QS38-NYWL

Availability: In Stock

Zrolenca earphones Sports Blue-Tooth Earphones, High-Power Neck-Mounted Earphones Stereo Earbuds Bone-Conduction Earphone Super Battery Life【Bent at will】The memory silicone collar can be bent at will, preferably liquid silicone, which is soft and elastic like a baby's skin, warm and comfortable, and can be bent arbitrarily.【Magnetic absorption and portable design】, gently suck to prevent slipping..
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DESCRIPTION  REVIEWS (0)

Zrolenca earphones Sports Blue-Tooth Earphones, High-Power Neck-Mounted Earphones Stereo Earbuds Bone-Conduction Earphone Super Battery Life

【Bent at will】The memory silicone collar can be bent at will, preferably liquid silicone, which is soft and elastic like a baby's skin, warm and comfortable, and can be bent arbitrarily.

【Magnetic absorption and portable design】, gently suck to prevent slipping and loss, and refuse wire entanglement.

【Stereo Sound】HiF large moving coil, at the same time adding the design of composite diaphragm, each song/movie scene can be better analyzed and bring you a full range of stereo sound.

【Wearing is Enjoyment】45° ear movement can't be shaken off, ergonomic design, superimposed three times, firmly wearing in-ear comfortable, wearing it is a kind of enjoyment.

【The product is suitable for】: mobile phones that support any type of Blue-tooth device, tablet computer, desktop computer, at the same time,desktop computer without Blue-tooth function, used with Blue-tooth adapter.

Product Description

Feature:

Material: abs

Blue-tooth receiving distance: ≤10 meters

Use mode: blue-tooth/card mode

Power input: DC5V/200MA

Use mode: card/Blue-tooth

Blue-tooth version: V5.0

Battery capacity: 500mah

Battery life: 68 hours

Charging time: about 2 hours

Voice prompt: support

Product information

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer   :   No

Item model number : KL-03

Manufacturer   :   Zrolenca 
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